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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
O rigin and State ment o f  the Pro ble m 
Since education at the high s chool l ev el is training many 
students to go directly into the business and pro fessional wo rld 
as well as preparing them to att end other schools, i t  may be 
ben eficial to loo k  at on e aspect o f  high school education to see 
if the st udents i n  that are a are being o ffered adeq uate preparat ion 
fo r the challeng e  they face in to day's wo rld. 
The Future Farmers o f  America is a n ational o rgani zation 
o f  s econdary school studen ts studying vo cation al agri culture . As 
pa.rt o f  its co urs e  of instruction, FFA o ffers a s ection on 
parli amentary pro ce dure. According to the boo k Mod ern Parliamentary 
Practices ,  "Over ten million Americans go to nation al, stat e ,  and 
region al co nv ent ion s each year and spend appro ximately 1.2 billion 
1 
dollars at thes e meetings." Thus , the FFA beco mes a vit al link 
in the pre parat io n  of these yo ung people in the s kills o f  
parliamentary pro c edure . 
The p urp0se o f  t his s tudy is to ascertain how and to what 
extent the pro gram o f  the Future Farme rs o f  A me ri ca in South 
Dakota attempts to prepare i ts students in the skills o f  
parliamentary pro cedure. In o rder to ful fill the above purpose,  
two sub -que stions needed to be answeredi (1) What are the 
objectives and standards set by the national and state FFA 
organizations and, (2) What is actually being offered by local 
FFA chapters. 
Procedures 
The following steps were taken in the process of completing 
this study. 
A. The sources cited below have been surveyed to discover 
if any research like or comparable to the study suggested has 
been completed: 
Auer, J .  Jeffery . "Doctoral Dissertations in Speech: 
Work in Progress." Speech Monographs, annual issues, 
1951-1969. 
Cain, Earl R., ed. Speech Abstracts. Long Beach, Ca.: 
Department of Speech Communication, 1970-1971. 
Dow, Clyde W. "Abstracts of These� in the Field of 
Speech. " Speech Monographs, annual issues, 1946-1965. 
Index to American Doctoral Dissertations. Ann Arbor, 
Michigan: University of Michigan, 1966-1969. 
Knower, Franklin H. "An Index to Graduate Work in 
Speech . " Speech �ionographs, annual index, 1928-1969. 
Martin, W. Howard, ed. What do Studies Show?, Summaries 
and Interpretations of Research in Selected Areas of 
Agriculture Education. Danville, Illinois: Interstate 
Printers and Publishers, 1952. 
Nelson, Hax. "Abstracts of Dissertations in the Field 
of Speech. " Speech Monographs, annual index, 1966-1969. 
Research Committee, Agriculture Education Division, 
American Vocational Association . Summaries of Studies 
in Agriculture Education. Danville, Illinois; Interstate 
Printers and Publishers Association, 1963-1965. 
2 
D. A list of all active FFA.chapters in South Dakota 
was compiled. There were sixty active high school FFA chapters 
in South Dakota in the spring of 1973. This information was made 
2 
available by.Dr. H. W. Gadda. 
E. A questionnaire was prepared which was intended to 
collect information concerning the degree to which local chapters 
are conforming to the selected standards and objectives ( see C 
above) in their instruction in parliamentary procedure. 
F. The questionnaire was sent to four individuals 
presumed to be knQwledgeable concerning FFA, parliamentary 
procedure, and questionnaire use. This pre-testing was done to 
a�$u.:ce us�abill GY a.nd practicali-ty. Pre-testors of the question-
naire were: Dr. H .  w. Gadda and Dr. Clark Hanson, of the South 
Dakota State University Agricultural Education Department, both 
of these men are former high school vocational agriculture 
instructors; Dr. Wayne Hoogestraat, instructor of the parliamentary 
procedure course offered at South Dakota State University and 
5 
the author of a textbook on parliamentary procedure; and Dr. Ben 
Markland, a suggested expert on the phrasing and form of question­
naires and professor of journalism at South Dakota State University. 
G. The questionnaires were mailed to the 60 South Dakota 
local chapters of the FFA with a request that they be completed 
and returned by the chapter advisor.· All FFA chapters in South 
Dakota received questionnaires. A second mailing of the question­
naire was sent to instructors who did not reply to the first 
re quest. After thi s second mai ling, res pon se s  we re received 
from all but three of the chapter advi sors .  This infor mation 
will be explained more fully later in this writing. 
H. Data from t.he ret urned que stionn aires w as an alyzed 
in order to ma ke a judgment as to what appeared to be the st atus 
of instr uct ion in parliament ary procedure at the lo cal chapter 
level in Sout h Dakota high schoo ls .  This judgment utilized the 
state ment of objective s derived from material provi ded by the 
nat ion al an d state headquart �rs of the F FA in ste p C as t he 
evaluative crite ri a, along with o ther avai lable sources . O ther 
incident al ite ms of evide nce pertinent to the forego ing dete rmi-
nation were also uti lized. 
I. Fin ally, conclusion s were drawn conce rning the 
instructio n of parliamen tary procedure as i t  is o ffere d  by lo cal 
South Dako ta FFA Chapters • . Conclusions were drawn concerning: 
(1) What materi als are pro vided by the n ation al and s tate FFA 
o rg anizations, (2) How close ly So uth Dako ta Chapters adhere 
to the selecte d  criteria, and (3) What is the stat us of parlia­
mentary pro cedure in So uth Dakot a FFA chapters . 
Scope an d Li mitations 
This research pa.per is not inte nde d as an asse ssment of 
the ins truction in parli amen tary procedure for all classes at 
the high scho ol level in So uth Dako ta. It i s  li mited to FFA 
affi liated i nstr uction. 
6 
FOOTNOTES 
�fayne E. Hoogestraat and Donald E. Sikkink, Modern 
Parliamentary Practices (2nd ed.; Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing 
Co., 1966), p .  1 .  
2Hilding W. Gadda, Professor of Education, South Dakota 
State University, Brookings, South Dakota. 
CHAPI'ER II 
OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS 
sOurce of Objectives and Standards 
It was indicated in Chapter I that objectives and standards 
for instruction in parliamentary procedure were presumed to be 
set by the national and state organizations of FFA. Append.ix A 
contains a copy of a letter sent to Mr. H. N. Hunsicker, the 
national advisor of the FFA. In that letter information was 
requested concerning standards and materials supplied to local 
cmpters with regard to the instructional program L"'l parliamentary 
procedure. Mr. Hunsicker's reply was that "most of the activities 
in parliamentary procedure take place within a State," (See 
appendix B).1 He further suggested that specific state advisors 
be contacted in this regard.
2 
Thus, a letter was written to Nr. 
E. W, Gustafson, state FFA advisor for South Dakota, requesting 
information about standards and objectives with regard to 
instruction in parliamentary procedure. 
}lr. Gustafson indicated that the state FFA organization 
offers no specific criteria for local chapters to follow. He 
replied that it is up to local chapters to carry on the instruction 
in parliamentary procedure.3 Apparently the state organization 
does not supply local chapters with any resources that were not 
already supplied to this author by the national office of the 
FFA. Mr. Gustafson suggested contacting Dr. H. W. Gadda if any 
4 other questions arose. (A copy of the Gustafson letter is 
enclosed at Appendix c.) 
Prior to contacting Mr. Hunsicker this author had talked 
> 
with Dr. Gadda and received substantial information which was 
useful in preparing this writing. However, none of this infor-
10 
mation is pertinent to the standards and objectives for instruction 
in parliamentary procedure and cannot be utilized at this point. 
Mr. Hunsicker, additionally, informed this author that 
he had forwarded copies of the original letter of request to Mr. 
William Paul Gray, National Executive Secretary of the FFA, and 
to Mr. Robert A. Seefelt, Manager of FFA Contests and Awards.5 
Mr. Gray apparently understood the letter as a request for 
information about state FFA Parliamentary Procedure contests. 
He did, however, send several of the instructional resources and 
teacher guides used by the FFA. Mr. Seefelt replied that state 
associations should be able to "provide answers to the questions 
proposed."6 (The letters from Mr. Gray and Mr. Seefeldt are 
included in Appendices D and E, respectively ) . 
The following materials were received by this author from 
the office of Mr. Gray: 
l. Advisor's Teaching Guide? 8 2.  The New FFA, Student Performance Objectives 
J . Parliamentary Guide for the FFA9 10 
4. Handbook for Conducting FFA Meetings . 
Objectives and Standards ·for Evaluation of the 
FFA's Instruction in Parliamentary Procedure 
Neither the national nor state FFA offices provided a 
specific inclusive list of objectives and standards with regard 
to instruction in parliamentary procedure. Therefore, it was 
necessary to devise the objectives and standards from the sources 
provided by the national and state offices, sources received from 
Dr. Gadda, and other sources available. The Parliamentary Guide 
11 12 for the FFA and Handbook for Conducting FFA Meetings are 
sources that the National FFA Organization provided. There·f ore 
it was assumed that material included in these two sources was 
deemed necessary and important and should be reflected in the 
objectives and standards. The Advisor's Teaching Guide13 and 
The New FFA, Student Performance Ob.iectives14 were also used to 
establish behavioral standards and objectives. The final source 
used was the 1972 Official Manual of the Future Farmers of 
America15 (Official Manual ), which was procured from Dr. Gadda. 
The following objectives and standards for instruction in 
parliamentary procedure have not been compiled by either the 
national or state FFA organization; therefore, it cannot be 
called the plan of instruction in parliamentary procedure for 
the FFA. However, it is based solely on materials received from 
11 
the national and state organizations and parliamentary authorities. 
It is reasonable to believe that it represents a usable statement 
of instructional objectives and standards for use by the FFA. 
12 
The Instructional Period 
The first segment of instruction in parliamentary procedure 
explored for specific objectives and standards was the instructional 
period. Several sources indicated that instruction in pa.rlia-
> 
mentary procedure should definitely be included.in the classroom 
during vocational agriculture classes. A Handbook for Conducting 
FFA Meetings strongly recommends using "real life situations" for 
16 
effective learning. The Advisor's Teaching Guide included 
language to the effect that instruction in all facets of parlia-
mentary procedure should take place during the freshman year in 
high school (9th grade) . It further indicated that the material 
should be reviewed throughout all four years of instruction in 
vocational agriculture at the secondary level.
17 
Not one of the sources provided, mentioned the length 
of proposed instruction. In an attempt to arrive at a suggested 
length of instructional periqd, several high school texts which 
included chapters on parliamentary procedure were reviewed. 
One text, An Introduction to Speaking by Wilbtir E. Gilman, Bower 
18 Aly, and Hollis L.  White, offered most of the same topics for 
instruction in parliamentary procedure as the FFA suggests. This 
text suggests that at least ten class hours be spent on studying 
19 
the parliamentary procedure material presented. A Guide Book 
for Teaching Speak ing and Listen ing in the Senior High School 
edited by Oliver w. Nelson suggested that two weeks be spent 
20 
studying parliamentary procedure. 
Considering then that all procedures are to be covered 
during the freshman year using "real life0 practice sessions, it 
seems apparent that a minimum of two weeks (one hour per day for 
ten school days ) should be spent teaching parliamentary procedure. 
Thus, the standards set for the overall instructional period in 
parliamentary procedure taught in vocational agriculture classes 
appear to bes 
1 .  A minimum of ten instructional periods ( hours) 
should be mandatory. 
2 .  All facets of instruction in parliamentary proce­
dure should be covered during the first year of 
vocational agriculture classes. 
J. Some areas of instruction should be reviewed each 
year. 
4. "Real life" situations should be used for effect­
ive learning of parliamentary procedure. 
These standards were incorporated into the questionnaire 
sent to all South Dakota FFA chapter advisors. 
Motions and Procedures to be Covered 
A determination of the motions and procedures to be 
covered in the FFA's instruction in parliamentary ·procedure was 
the second area of inquiry. A comprehensive roster of motions 
and procedures was compiled from the several sources available. 
A Handbook for Conducting FFA i-1eetings, one of the 
resources procured from the national office, suggests the follow-
ing as motions to be covered: 
1 .  The Main Motion 
2. Division of the Assembly 
3. The Notion to Amend 
4. The Motion to Refer to a Committee 
lJ 
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5. The Previous Question (Close Debate) 
6 . The Motion to Table 
?. The Motion to Postpone Indefinitely 
8. The Motion to Postpone to a Certain Time 
9 . The Point of Order 
10 . The Appeal 
11. Motion to Suspend the Rules 
12. The Question of Privilege 
lJ. The Request for Information 
14. The Request for Parliamentary Information 
15 . The Request to Withdraw a Motion 
16 . The Motion to Reconsider 
1? . The Motion to Take From the Table 
18 . The Motion to Repeal or Rescind 
19 . The Motion to Recess 21 
20. The Motion to Adjour�. 
While not listing the motions by name, the Advisor's 
Teaching Guide includes the following procedures as those which 
should be included in the FFA's instructional curriculum: 
1.  How to Make a Motion (Main Motion) 
2 .  How to Introduce New Business (Main Motion) 
J. How to Secure a Vote 
4 . How to Modify, Change, or Improve the Original 
Motion (Amend) 
5. How to Stop Discussion 
6 . How to Delay Action on a Motion 
?. How to Enforce the Rules 
8. How to Make Requests 
9 . How to Take Care of an Emergency 
10. How to Consider a Motion the Second ��me 
11 . How to Interrupt or End the Meeting • 
The Parliamentary Guide for FFA devotes one chapter to 
each of the following motions: 
1 .  Main Motion 
2. Lay on the Table 
J. Previous Question 
4. Refer to a Committee 
5. Amend 
6. Point of Order 
7 .  Appeal From the Decision of the Chair 
8. Suspend Standing Rules 
9. Division of the Assembly 
14 
10. Nominations 
11. Parliamentary Inquiry 
12. Leave to Withdraw a Motion 
lJ. Adjourn 
2 14. Call for the Orders of the Day. 3 
Because the previously stated motions and procedures were 
mentioned as necessary items to the FFA's instruction in pa.rlia-
mentary procedure, it was reasoned that the following composite 
15 
list of motions and procedures should be included in the instruction 
of parliamentary procedure. The motions and procedures cited in 
the various sources were not worded similarly and sometimes were 
not even labeled as motions. Therefore, the author used Modern 
Parliamentary Practices
24 
and tried to arrive at common accepted 
names for any motions and procedures that appeared to be similar. 
This final composite list of recommended motions to be 
included in the instructional program is presented below: 
1 .  Adjourn 
2 .  Recess 
3, Question of Privilege 
4. Call for the Orders of the Day ( not mentioned in 
Modern Parliamentary Practices) 
5 . Appeal 
6. Close Nominations 
7, Division 
·8 . Nomination 
9. Parliamentary Inquiry 
10. Point of Order 
11 . Suspend Rules 
12. Withdraw 
lJ. Postpone Temporarily 
14. Close Debate 
15 . Limit Debate 
16. Postpone Definitely 
17 .  Refer to Committee 
18 . Amend 
19 . Postpone Indefinitely 
20. Resume Consideration 
16 
21. Rescind 
22. Reconsider 
23. General Main Motion. 
The preceding roster of motions and procedures was used in 
preparing a portion of the questionnaire sent to local chapter 
advisors in South Dakota. 
Behavioral Objectives to be Achieved 
The Advisor's Teaching Guide makes clear that the functional 
use in a business meeting of �ach motion and procedure is one of 
the behavioral objectives in the parliamentary procedure program.25 
Even though the other sources do not specifically state the 
functional use of motions. and procedures as a behavioral objective, 
it seems reasonable to assume that the FFA would desire its 
members to know how to use each procedure and motion it presented. 
A Handbook for Conducting FFA 1'Ieetings lists the following, 
as points FFA members should know: 
1. How to take part in a meeting 
2. How to conduct a meeting 
3 . How to protect the rights of the memgers of the 
chapter so that all are treated fairly.2 
This handbook describes in detail some of the behavioral 
objectives listed above. It devotes one chapter to suggestions 
for using the gavel. Members should know what one, two, and three 
taps of the gavel mean, and when and for what reasons a chairman 
uses the gavel. The handbook also offers a chapter on nominating 
27 committees and election procedures. 
The Parliamentary Guide for.FFA deals specifically with 
the offices of se
.
cretary and treasurer. It devotes parts of a 
chapter to preparation of secretary and treasurer's reports. 
Members should be able to prepare a secretary's and a treasurer's 
report and know what action must be taken on each. This text 
also presents information intended to prepare members to partic­
ipate in committees.
28 
While the Advisor's Teaching Guide does not mention any 
objectives not already mentioned in this writing, it does re-
emphasize the proper use of the gavel as an objective to be 
achieved; although it does not state specifically what " proper 
use'' is. 29 The New FFA, Student Performance Objectives also 
stresses some of the previously mentioned behavioral objectives. 
It states that: 
1. FFA members should·be able to serve as committee 
members. 
2 .  FFA members should be able to serve as committee 
chairmen. 
J. Any FFA member should be able to serve as an 
officer.JO 
The Official Manual offers three general behavioral 
objectives that appear to be the overall general objectives of 
the FFA's instruction in parliamentary procedure. They a.re: 
1. Every FFA member should be able to take part in a 
business meeting. 
2. Every FFA member should be able to conduct a 
business meeting. 
J . Every FFA member should be able to protect the 
rights of the minority while carrying ·out the will of 
the majority.31 
17 
The preceding objectives were recorded as they appear in 
the respective te�ts . It  may be noted that many are not worded 
as behavioral objectives . When compiling the following composite 
roster of behavioral objectives , every effort was made to make the 
wording comply with criteria set forth by Robert F. Mager in his 
book Preparing Instructional Objective s .
32 
A list of behavioral objectives prepared by combining and 
rewording o bjectives from available sources follows& 
1. Every FFA member should be able to use the gavel 
properly. 
2. Every FFA member should be able to take part in a 
nominating co mmittee. 
J. Every FFA member should be able to carry out the 
duties of an organization secretary and prepare a 
s ecretary ' s report . 
4. Every FFA member should be able to carry out the 
duties o f  an organization treasurer and prepare a 
treasurer ' s  report . 
5 .  Every FFA member should be able to carry out the 
duties of a committee chairman . 
6. Every FFA member should be able to take part in 
a committee meeting . 
7. Every FFA member should be able to take part in 
the election of officers . 
The preceding behavioral objectives were used when prepar-
ing the questionnaire sent to all South Dakota FFA Chapter 
advisors. 
I nstructional Resources to be Made Available 
Suggested instructional resources to be made available 
to the students in local chapters were compiled by reviewing 
sources o f  instruction in parliamentary procedure made available 
to this author by the National FFA Headquarters . 
18 
The New FFA, Student Performance Objectives lists no 
resources to achieve the objectives it offers. 
A Hand.book for Conducting FFA .Meetings , 33 Parliamentary 
Guide for FFA,34 The Official Manual,35 and Advisor's Teaching 
Guide on FFA36 all include Robert's Rules of Order as one resource 
19 
which each local chapter should make available for its member's use. 
Parliamentary Guide for FFA also cites Leadership Training 
and Parliamentary Procedure for FFA (Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1958) as �nether resource book.37 The reason 
given in the Parliamentary Guide for FFA for recommending Robert's 
Rules of Order and Leadership Training and Parliamentary Procedure 
for FFA is that these sources can be used as references for more 
detailed and complex parliamentary situations and for parliamentary 
study questions and practice problems.38 
Two of the available sources included fairly lengthy 
lists of suggested instructional resource material for the study 
of parliamentary procedure. The Advisor's Teaching Guide on FFA 
suggests the following in addition to Robert's Rules of Order. 
These appear as they did in the text with no authors or publishers 
listed: 
1. The Official FFA Manual 
2.  Helps in I·:astering Parliamentary Procedure 
3. Film Strip--"The How in Parliamentary Procedure" 
4. Past State and National Convention Proceedings 
5. Parliamentary Procedu;.e . 39 
6 .  How to Hold a Better J•leet1ng. 
The 1972 Official Manual includes the following suggested 
resource materials in addition to Robert's Rules of Order (while 
the following entries are not in proper bibliographic form, they 
have been reproduced as they appear in the manual): 
1. How to Hold a Better Meeting (Frank Snell, Harper 
and Brothers, New York, N.Y.). 
2. Leadershi TraininR.: and Parliamentar Procedure 
for FFA Gray and Jackson , Prentice-Hall, Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey) . 
3. Parliamentary Procedure (Alice F. Sturges, McGraw-
Hill Book Co . ,  Inc., New York , N.Y. ) . . . 
4. Practical Parliamentary Procedure (R. M. Cruzan, 
McKnight and McKnight, Bloomington, Ill. ) . 
5 .  So You Were Elected (Bailard and McKown, McGraw­
Hill Book Co . ,  Inc . , New York , N.Y.). 
6 . When You Preside (s. s. Sutherland, Interstate 
Printers and Publishers , Danville , Ill . ) . 
7 . A I-land book for Conducting FFA Iileetings ( K. L. 
Russel, Inter$_tate Printers and Publishers, Danville , 
Ill. ) . 
8. Advisor ' s Guide for Teachin FFA (National FFA 
Center, Alexandria, Virginia 22309 • 
9. 3u You Want to be an Officer in the FFA (Cornell 
Misc. Bulletin 40, New York Sta45 College of 
Agriculture, Ithaca, New York). 
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As indicated, The 1972 Official .Manual does include-author, 
publisher, and address of publisher for resource materials suggested; 
however, no copyright dates were given.41 
42 Parliamentary Guide for FFA was not suggested by any 
other source as additional resource material ; nevertheless, since 
it was supplied to this author by the National FFA Head.quarters 
it is mentioned here as a possible resource . 
Following is a composite list of recommended resources 
drawn from the foregoing sources. These resources are listed 
insofar as possible in corrected bibliographic form with the 
information available . 
Books, Manuals and Pamphlets 
Bai l, Jo e P. So Yo u Want to be an Officer in the FFA. Bulletin 
No. 40 ,  I thaca, New York: New York State Co llege Pres s. 
Bailard and N cKown . So You Were Elected. Ne w Yorks McGraw-Hill 
Boo k Co . ,  Inc. , 1946. 
Cruzan, R. M. Practical Parliamentary Pro ce dure. B loomington, 
Illinoi s: Mc Knight and Mc Knight, 195J. 
Future Farmers of A meri ca. 1972 Official FFA Manual. A lexandria, 
Virginia: N ational FFA Supply Servi ce ,  19?2. 
Gray, Jarrell D. Parliamentary Guide for FFA. Wo lfe City, Texas: 
Hennington Publishing Co., 1964. 
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Gray and Ja ckson . 
for FFA. 
Leadership Training and Parliamentary Procedure 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Pren tice -Hall, 1958. 
National Convention Proceedings. A lexandria, Virginia : National 
FFA Cen ter. 
Robert, Henry M. Ro bert's Rules of Or der, Revise d. Dallas : 
Sco tt, Foresman an d Co ., 1951. 
Russ e l, K. L. A Handbook for Conducting FFA Mee tin gs. Danville, 
Illinoi s: Interstate Prin ters an d Publi sher s, 1955. 
Se lland, Larry and To rrence,  Dennis . Advisor's Teaching Guide on 
FFA . Washington, D. C. a De partmen t o f  Health ,  Educa tion 
and Welfare.  
Sne ll, Frank. How t o  Hold a Better Meeting. Ne w Yo rk: Harper and 
Brothers. 
Ste wart, W. F .  Helps in Mastering Parliamentary Pro cedure. Ne w  
Concord, Ohio: Coop Printshop. 
Sturges, Alice F. Parliamentary Procedure. New York : McGraw -Hill 
· Boo k Co., Inc. 
Suthe rland,  S .  s. When You Preside. Danville, Illinois: Inter­
s tate Printers and Publishers. 
Film Strip 
"The Ho w in Parliamen tary Procedure." Danville, I llino i s: Inter­
s tate Prin ters an d Publishers. 
The preceding list of instructional resources was used as 
a basis for a section in the questionnaire intended to determine 
the status of resource materials available at the local chapter 
level in South Dako ta . 
Questionnaire Preparation 
The compilations from the preceding subsections were used 
in preparing a questionnaire . The questionnaire was pre -tested by 
sending it to Dr . H. W. Gadda , .. Dr. Clark Hanson,  Dr . Wayne 
Hoogestraat , and Dr. Ben Markland . 
The pre -testers , who se qualifications have been mentioned 
in the previous chapter, were asked to make remarks concerning 
changes which would make the questionnaire less ambiguous , more 
concise , or to suggest elimination of unrelated or irrelevant 
questions . The questionnaire that appears in Appendix F i s  the 
final corrected co py . 
The questionnaire , with a cover letter explaining the 
purpose of the questionnaire , and a note by Dr . Gadda explaining 
how the study would be of benefit to the FFA, was mailed to all 
FFA chapter advisors in South Dakota on April 27, _ 1973. Names o f  
the c�pter advisors and their schools appear in Appendix G .  
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CHAPTER III 
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE INSTRUCTION IN 
SOUTH DAKOTA FFA CHAPTERS 
Introduction 
As has been indicated earlier, questionnaires were mailed 
to all South Dakota FFA chapter advisors. Chapter III is an analysis 
of data procured from the rettirned questionnaires. 
Questionnaire ResJX?nse 
Questionnaires we�e sent to sixty South Dakota high school 
with vocational agriculture instructors.. However, one instructor 
served two schools, and that instructor indicated that he returned 
only one questionnaire, because he used the same parliamentary 
procedure instructional program in both schools. Thus, there were 
only actually 59 possible parliamentary procedure instructional 
programs to evaluate. 
Fifty-six out of a possible fifty-nine questionnaires were 
returned for a return percentage of ninety-five. Therefore, results 
of this study should be a relatively accurate indicator of the 
status of parliamentary procedure instruction in vocational 
agriculture (FFA ) classes in South Dakota high schools. 
Enrollment in Schools ResP9nding 
Question number one on the questionna_ire sent to South · 
Dakota FFA chapter advisors was used to obtain information about 
the school enrollment. Question one asked, "How many students are 
enrolled in grades 9-12 in your school the second half of the 
1972-73 school year." 
Analysis of question number one indicated that there were 
four high schools with student enrollments in grades nine through 
twelve with more than one thousand students, whose vocational 
agriculture instructors returned questionnaires. Five instructors 
from schools whose enrollment was between five hundred and one 
thousand stu.icntz :mailed replies. Replies t·:c:ro received. f:ro:n 
eleven instructors whose school enrollments were between two 
hundred-fifty and four hundred ninety-nine; twenty-two instructors 
whose school enrollments were between one hundred twenty-five and 
two hundred forty-nine; and fourteen instructors whose school 
enrollments were fewer than one hundred twenty-five students. 
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The lowest enrollment in grades nine through twelve from responding 
instructors was twenty students. Table 1 indicates the frequency 
of replies in each student enrollment category. 
Responses to other questions will be compared according to 
these various enrollment categories in order to ascertain whether 
differences exist in parliamentary procedure instruction between 
small and large schools. Over half of the respondents indicated 
that their school had fewer than two hundred fifty students 
enrolled in grades nine through twelve. 
TABLE 1 
SI ZE AND NUMBER OF SCHOOLS RESPONDING 
Number of Students in Grades 
Nine through Twelve 
More than one thousand 
Between five hundred and one thousand 
Between two hundred fifty and four 
hundred ninety-nine 
Between one hundred twenty-five and 
two hundred forty-nine 
Fewer than one hundred twenty-five 
Number of Instructors 
Replying 
4 
5 
11 
22 
14 
Size of FFA Chapters in South Dakota 
Question number two on the questionnaire asked, "How many 
students are active members of the FFA in your school the second 
28 
half of the 1972-73 school year?" FFA chapter size in South Dakota 
varied from chapters with more than seventy-five members to a 
chapter with fifteen members. 
Analysis of returns indicates that there were five chapters 
with more than seventy-five members, sixteen chapters having between 
fifty and seventy-five members, thirty-two chapt�rs with thirty 
to f�rty-nine members, and three chapters with fewer than thirty 
members. 
Table 2 indicates the number of FFA Chapters in each of 
the various size categories, and also the chapter sizes of the 
various enrollment categories. 
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TABLE 2 
FFA CHAPTER SIZE IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
Size of FFA (A ctive ) Chapter 
School Enrollment 
Over 75 50-75 30-49 Less than 30 
Over 1 , 000 2 l 1 
Between 500 and 1 , 000 3 2 
Between 250 and 499 1 5 5 
Between 125 and 249 2 5 15 
Less than 125 2 9 3 
Total 4 ·- 16 J2 3 
The preceding table seems to indicate little relationship 
between s choo l enrollment and FFA Chapter size.  Over half of the 
FFA Chapters in South Dakota had between thirty and forty-nine 
members .  
Chapters with Some Parliamentary 
Pro cedure Instruction 
"Do you include a unit on parliamentary pro cedure in your 
classes?" , was the third question on the questionnaire .  Fifty-five 
of fifty-six respondents indicated that they include a unit in 
parliamentary pro cedure in their vocational agri�ulture classes . 
The instructo r that indicated not including a parliamentary 
pro cedure unit was from a school whose enrollment was between 
one hundred twenty-five and two hundred forty-nine students . 
Parliamentary procedure instruction is included in all but one 
vo cational agriculture class in South Dako ta, according to responses 
received from FFA chapter advisors . ·  Thus , al l but one instructor 
met the established criteria of including parliamentary procedure 
instruction ( see page 12 ) . 
Year of Primary Parliamentary 
Pro cedure Instruction 
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The purpo se of the fourth question on the questionnaire 
was to as certain what year the primary instruction in parliamentary 
pro cedure was o ffered in South Dako ta vo cational agriculture 
classes . Question four stated , " During which year o f  clas s do 
you offer the primary unit of instruction in parliamentary 
pro cedure ?" 
The largest number of respondents , forty ( s eventy-three 
per cent ) answered that the ninth grade or freshman year was when 
they offered the " primary" instruction in parliamentary pro cedure .  
Only two instructors use the sophomore year for primary 
parliamentary pro cedure instruction , one instructor gives primary 
instruction the junior year , and one the senior year . 
Twenty percent of the programs us e a combination of years 
for instruction . Four of the respondents said they spend equal 
time on parl iamentary pro cedure each year .  One instructor gives 
basic ins truc tion in grades nine and ten and 0 1n tensified" instruc-
tion in grades eleven and twelve . 
One que stionnaire indicated that only officers received 
" primary" instruction . 
One ins tructor gives primary instruction to freshmen and 
then again to s en iors . 
Two o f  the respondents used bo th the junior and senior 
years for primary instruction , while two o thers offered equal 
instruction in grades nine , eleven , and twelve . 
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One instructor that indicated he used the junior and senior 
years for primary instruction stated later in the questionnaire 
{ question fourteen ) that he uses these years because , "I have only 
juniors and s en iors in Agri culture and these students are able to 
take Ag for only one year . "  Four instructors indi cated that they 
include spe cial training for ninth grade students in addition to 
the normal ciassroom ins truction . These teacha�s zaid the ninth 
graders form a " Greenhand Chapter" or " Freshman Chapt er , " elect 
offi cers , and conduct business meetings . Again thi s  information 
was garnered from question . fourteen on the questionnaire . 
Table J gives the primary instruction period according to 
the s chool enro llment size . 
W hile the primary period of parliamentary pro cedure 
instruct ion varies greatly in South Dakota vo cational agri culture 
class e s , over s eventy percent of the programs have the primary 
instru ction during the ninth grade yea:r . Eleven ins tructors use 
a combination of years for instruction and indi cated none as being 
primary instruction years . 
Only six programs did no t meet the criterion of covering 
instruction in parliamentary pro cedure the first year of vo cational 
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agriculture class e s  ( see page lJ) . 
TABLE J 
YEAR OF PRIMARY PARLI AMENTARY PROCEDURE INSTRUCTION 
Year o f  Primary Instru ction 
S chool Enrollment 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior O ther 
Over 1, 000 J 1 
Between 500 and. 1 , 000 5 
B etwe en 250 and. 499 8 1 1 1 
Betw een 125 and 249 13 8 
Less than 125 11 l 2 
To tal 40 2 1 l 11 
R eview After the Primary Instruction Year 
A majori ty of the instructors ( s eventy-on e  percent ) reported 
that they revi ew parliamentary pro cedure after the primary ins truc­
tional p eriod . The percen tage of those who review ( s eventy -on e  
percen t ) corresponds clos ely with the percentage that offer primary 
ins tructio n  the freshman year ( seventy-thre e  percent ) . 
Twenty-six instructors ( forty-seven percent) indi cat ed 
review each year . Of the seventy-one percent who used review in 
suc ce eding years , seventy-five percent used the so phomore year , 
eighty percen t the junio r  year , and seventy-five percent the 
s enior year for revi ews . 
One ins tructor commented on how he in clude s
 review by 
no ting in answer to item fourteen that he revi
ews parliamentary 
procedure during grade ten while prePa.ring his students for the 
Chapter Farmer Degree. He reviews in grade eleven by holding a 
"Junior ' s  Leadership School, " and during grade twelve he has 
individual review for executive co uncil members and o fficers . 
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Approximately half of the programs achieved the established 
criteria of reviewing some areas of instruction each year ( see 
page 13) . W hi l e  this :percen tage may be low , it should. be noted 
that seven ty-o ne percent of the instructors use some review though 
not each year . 
Number of Instructional Periods 
Que s tion number six asked. , " approximately how many classroom 
periods ( hours) do you spend on parliamentary procedure during the 
year of the primary unit of instruction?" 
Forty-nine percent of the instructors indicated that they 
use fewer than ten periods of classroom time for instruction in 
parliamentary pro cedure . Where returns were categorized to school 
size , exactly one-half of the instructors in schools with over one 
thousand studen ts spend less than ten classroom periods on 
parliamentary pro cedure instruction . All of the instructors in 
schools of five hundred. to one thousand studen ts spend more than 
ten periods on parliamentary pro cedure . Thirty-six percent of the 
teachers in schoo ls of two hundred fifty to four hundred ninety-nine 
s tud ents a llo cate less than ten periods to parliamentary pro cedure 
instruction. Si xty -two percent of the instructors in schools of 
one hundred twenty-five to two hundred forty -nine students spend 
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fewer than ten periods on instructio'n . Almost as many , fifty-
seven percent , of the instructors with less than one hundred 
twenty-five students allot less than ten periods . 
Fifty-one percent of all instructors use more than ten 
periods on :parliamentary procedure instruction . Of this fifty-one 
percent , thirty-six percent allot between ten and fifteen periods , 
thirteen percent spend between sixteen and twenty periods , and only 
one instructor uses more than twenty periods . 
·-
Table 4 indicates responses to question s ix . Again the 
responses are div�ded according to school enrollment . 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONAL PERIODS 
School Enrollment 
Over 1 , 000 
Between 500 and 1 , 000 
Between 250 and 499 
Between 125 and. 249 
Less than 125 
Total 
Number of Instructional Periods 
Less than 10 10-15 
2 
5 
4 4 
13 7 
8 4 
27 20 
16-20 More than 20 
1 1 
3 
l 
2 
7 1 
Over one-half of all instructors indicated that they devote 
more than ten instructional periods to parliamentary procedure . 
Ten periods were established as the minimum necessary for parlia­
mentary procedure instruction ( see page J4) . 
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'l'here appeared to be a differen ce betwe en the different 
schools enro l lments when analyzing the numbers of ins tructional 
period s . Fourteen of the twenty instructors (s eventy percent ) 
with o ver two hundred fifty students enrolled in thei r  s chools 
indi cated devo ting more than the minimum o f  ten periods on 
parliamentary pro cedure . However , only fourteen of the thirty­
five instructors ( forty percent ) wi th s choo l  enro llmen t s  of less 
than two hundred fifty devote more than ten periods o f  instruction 
to parliamentary pro cedure . In South Dako ta FFA advisors from 
s cho o ls of more than two hundred fifty generally spend more periods 
tea ching parliamentary pro cedure than do instructors from the 
sm� ller s chools � 
Instructional Methods Used 
Questio n  number seven asked the respondents to , " rank the 
fo llowing m ethods of instruction from 1-4 according to frequency 
of use." The me thods w ere le cture , reading and testin g ,  " real 
life" practi ce s ession s , and o thers . 
The mo s t  frequently used teaching method for parliamentary 
pro cedure by the vo cational agri culture teachers was " r eal life" 
pract i c e  sessions . Sixty percent of tho se instructors surveyed 
indi cated that " real life" practice was the mos t  frequently 
us ed m ethod of instruction . 
Lecture was lis ted as the s e co nd mo st used me thod .  Twenty-
five · percent of the ins tructors employed lecture mo s t  o ft en . 
Thirt e en percen t of the vo cational agri culture instru ctors 
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surveyed used the reading and test niethod mos t . Of tho s e  surveyed , 
one in structor wro t e  in an answer . He no ted that he uses " Question 
and answer dis cussion . Demonstration at meetings . "  mo st frequently 
in parliamentary pro cedure instruction . 
" Real life" practice sessions were lis ted a s  one of the 
methods used by ninety-six per cent of the teachers . Only two of 
the f ifty-five instructors surveyed indi cated that " real life" 
practi ce s es s ions were no t in cluded in their teaching methods • 
.. 
Several instructors reported " o ther" m ethods of instruction 
used as s e condary methods . Six teachers , about e leven percen t , 
used audio -visual materials to aid instruction . F ive instructors 
reported �:i.1t 8 s ts u.nd.. demo!1str�:tio:is as a metho d.  of im�t�ucticn . 
Independent study was a method reported by three of those surveyed . 
Chapte r  o ffi cers critique of the class , study guide s , and dis cuss ion 
were each reported once as a secondary method o f  instruction . 
W hile it was po s s ible to obtain information about whi ch 
teaching method was mos t  frequently used , it was no t po s s ible to 
derive the perc entage of time devo ted to each method . 
Table 5 displays the mos t  frequently us ed teaching methods ; 
the t eaching me thods are also categoriz ed according to s choo l 
enrollmen t .  
The fo llowing quo tations are taken from i tem fourte en o n  
the ques tio nnaire . I tem fourteen asked the ins tructo
rs to provide 
info rmation about their instruction on parliamentary
 pro cedure . 
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TABLE .5 
TEACHING METHOD USED MOST FREQUENTLY 
Teaching Method 
S choo l  Enrollment 
Reading 
Lecture and Test 
" real life" 
pra ctice Other 
Over 1 , 000 1 
Between .500 and 1 , 000 
Between 250 and 499 
Between 125 and 249 9 
Less than 125 4 
Total 14 
One instructor noted that , 
1 
2 
2 
2 
7 
3 
4 
8 
10 
8 
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practice ls the most important :method of teaching 
parliamentary pro cedure . I divide the class into 
elected groups of officers and have each present 
problems in the class for review and criticism by 
the rest of the class and by the instructor . 
Another added , 
we have each student conduct various abilities-­
the o ther students score them--act as critics o f  
his performance . Check him for correctness o f  
pro cedure--vo ice--actions--etc. 
Yet another instructor believes that 
the best teaching is experience they get doing a 
mo ck meeting- -and then encourage them to use 
same in the next regular FFA meeting. 
In response to item fourteen, one instructor suggested , 
" Use a lo t of role playing with students acting in different 
1 
· 1 
capacities . "  Another stated , " I  have each student act as chairman 
and handle an item of business in the primary unit . We draw 
motions from a hat . " 
The previous quotations seem to support what the question­
naires revealed: FFA chapter advisors believe the role playing 
and practice are an important teaching tool for parliamentary 
procedure. Fifty-three of fifty-five instructors indicated that 
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they used " real life" practice sessions as one means of parliamentary 
procedure instruction. Thus, all but two respondents meet the 
established criteria of including "real life" practice sessions 
in their instruction (see page 13 ) . 
Motions and Procedures Covered 
Item eight on the questionnaire was used to retrieve 
information concerning content of the vocational agriculture 
instructor ' s  program in parliamentary procedure . This item read: 
"Please check each of the following motions or procedures covered 
during your primary instructional unit on parliamentary procedure. 
(Be careful to check only those taught to all students. ) : . " 
Table 6 shows the complete roster of motions and procedures 
listed on the questionnaire. 
The number and type of motions and procedures covered during 
the instructional period in parliamentary procedure varied widely . 
One instructor indicated that he covered only the main motion and 
the motion to amend , while eight of the instructors indicated that 
they covered all of the motions and procedures listed in question 
eight on the questionnaire . 
, 
All instructors in cluded the general main mo tion in their 
instru ctional pro gram . Fifty-four of the fifty-five (ninety-eight 
percent ) also cover the mot ion to amend , and the nomination 
pro cedure . 
Nine ty-six percent of the instructors in cluded instruction 
on the mo t ion to adjourn , while ninety-five percent included the 
point of order and the mot ion to refer to a committ e e r 
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While ninety-eight percent o f  the instructors covered the 
pro cedure o f  nomination , only ninety-one percent covered t he mot ion 
to clo s� nominatiqns . The mo tion to call for a divi s ion of the 
house was covered by eighty-nine percent of the teachers su�veyed . 
The gen el:'CJ,l main mo tion , the mo t ion to amend , nomination , 
adjourn , po int of order , refer to a committee ,  clo s e  nominat ions 
and divis ion were pro cedures and motions covered by approximate ly 
nin ety percent of the instructors . 
The pro cedure of appealing the decision of the chair was 
covered by e ighty-two percent of the in stru�tors . 
Mot ions and pro cedures that between seventy and eighty 
per cent of the instructors in cluded in their pro gram o f  instruction 
include : the motion to re consider , the question of privilege , 
the mo tion to recess , the mo tion to withdraw , the motion to clo s e  
debate , and the mo tion t o  po stpone indefin itely . 
Sixty-four percent of the chapter advisors indi cated that 
they includ ed instruction on how to use the mo tion to res cind ; 
sixty percent o f  tho s e  surveyed in cluded the parliamentary inquiry . 
The motions to p::>s tpone temporarily and to po stpone definitely 
were included in the instructional program of fifty-six percent of 
the teachers . The " call for the orders of the day" was covered 
by fi fty-five percent of the instructors . 
The last motion or pro cedure to be in cluded by at least 
half of the instructors was the motion to suspend rules . Fifty-
three percent of South Dakota ' s  vo cational agriculture instructors 
included this motion in their instructional program . 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER AND PER CEN TAGE OF INSTRUCTOR S INDI CATING I NCLUSION OF 
MOTIONS AND PRO CEDURES IN THEI R  INST RUCTIONAL PROGRAM 
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Motion or Pro cedure Percentage o f  Use 
Number o f  
Instructors 
General Main Motion 
Amend 
Nomination 
Adjourn 
Point of Order 
Refer to a Committee 
Clo s e  Nominations 
Division 
Appeal 
Reconsider 
Question of Privilege 
R e cess 
Withdraw 
Clo se Debate 
Postpone Indefin itely 
Res cind 
Parli amen tary Inquiry 
Postpone D e fini t e ly 
Po stpone Tempo rari ly 
Call for the Orders of the Day 
Suspend Rules 
Limit Debate 
R esume Consideration 
100 
98 
98 
96 
95 
95 
91 
89 
82 
75 
73 
71 
71 
70 
70 
64 
60 
56 
56 
55 
5.3 
47 
40 
55 
54 
54 
53 
.52 
52 
50 
49 
45 
41 
40 
39 
39 
38 
38 
35 
33 
31 
31 
JO 
29 
26 
22 
The motions noted in the previous table were established 
as motions recommended to be included in the FFA ' s  instructional 
program (see pages 1.5-16) .  By comparing responses from the ques­
tionnaires with this established criterion the following general 
conclusions can be �ade about the motions and prc;>cedures that are 
a pa.r t of the instructional program : 
1.  Each of the re commended mot ions o r  procedures was 
included by some of the instructors . 
2 .  All motions except the motions to limit debate and 
resume consideration were in cluded in the instructional program 
of at lea st half of the instructors surveyed . 
J . The general main mot ion was part of the instructional 
program of all of the instructors surveyed. 
Expected Performance of Behavioral Object _ives 
In an effort to obtain information concerning what 
behavioral practices were expected by South Dakota FFA advisors , 
item nine on the questionnaire sta ted , " Please check each of the 
following tasks that you expect each student to be able to perform 
after the instruction in parliamentary procedure: • " Following 
this request a list of ten behavioral objectives were presented , 
followed by blank spaces for additional objectives to be added . 
The e xact o bjectives presented in item nine on the questionnaire 
are lo cated in Table 7 of this chapter. 
The expected student performance regarding specific 
behavioral objectives varied greatly . One instructor expected 
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his students to perform only two of the functions listed , while 
twelve instructors expected their students to be able to perform 
all of the s pe cified tasks . 
One task was expe cted to be performed by every student who 
received parliamentary pro cedure instruction from the FFA ins truc­
tors surveyed . That task was " to take part in a business meeting 
as a member . "  
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The function that was expe cted to be performed least by 
each student was " to be able to carry out the duti es of a treasurer 
and prepare a treasurer ' s  report . "  Only forty percent of the 
instructors expe cted their students to be able to carry out the 
treasurer ' s duties . 
Only a few more instructors (forty-four percent ) expected 
each student " to be able to carry out the duties o f  a secretary 
and prepare a secretary ' s  report . " 
There was a jump in the percentage of instructors who 
expected the i r  students to be able to perform the next least 
performed tasks . Tho s e  tasks were : " to be able to participate 
at a nominating committee meeting , "  and " to be able to carry out 
the duti es of a committee chairman . "  Sixty-five percent of the 
instructors surveyed expected each student to be able to function 
in the above tasks . 
Three -fourths of those surveyed indicated that they 
expected each student " to be able to conduct ( chair) a business 
meeting . "  The same number of instructors expected their s tudents 
" to properly present each motion checked in question eight . "  
Thus , one of four instructors did not expect his students to be 
able to properly present all of the motions that they indicated 
they covered during their parliamentary procedure instruction . 
0To be able to carry out the duties of a . committee member 
and prepare a committee report , "  was cited as an expected , 
performed task by eighty percent of the instructors . Eighty-two 
percent of' the teachers expected each student " to be able to use 
the gavel properly , knowing what one , two , and three taps are 
used for in FFA meetings . "  
"To be able to prepare for using proper procedures for 
nominating and electing officers" was listed as an expected , 
performed task by eighty-five percent of the teachers surveyed . 
Thus ,  this became the task second most expected to be performed 
by the instructors . 
Table 7 shows the number of vocational agriculture 
instructors who expected each of their students to be able to 
perform the designated behavioral objective . 
Two instructors added responses to item nine . The 
responses w ere : " to be good strong members carrying out the will 
of the majority , " and " to be able to properly ' move ' a motion , 
amend and dispose of it . "  
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In addition , one instructor commented about the behavioral 
objective , " to be able to conduct { chair) a business meeting, "  
in item fourteen on the questionnaire . The instructor noted 
that , " ea ch s tudent in each class has an opportunity to preside 
as president during practice sessions . "  
TABLE 7 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF INSTRUCTORS EXPECTING STUDENT 
PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIED BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES 
Behavioral Obj ectives 
to take part in a busine ss me�ting as 
a member . 
to be able to prepare for using proper 
pro cedures for nominating and electing 
o fficers . 
to be able to use the gavel properly , 
knowing wr..at 1 ,  2 ,  and 3 taps are used 
for in FFA meetings . 
to be able to carry out the dutie s of 
a committee member and prepare a 
committee report . 
to be able to conduct ( chair) a 
busin ess meeting . 
to properly present ea ch mo tion checked 
in question eight above . 
to be able to carry out the duties of a 
commi ttee chairman . 
to be abl e  to parti cipate at a nomi­
nating committee meeting . 
to be abl e  to carry out the duties of 
a secretary and prepare a secretary ' s 
report (minutes ) . 
to be abl e  to carry out the dut ies of 
a treasurer and prepare a treasurer ' s 
report . 
Percentage 
of Use 
100 
85 
82 
80 
7.5 
7.5 
65 
65 
40 
Number of 
Instructors 
5.5 
47 
4.5 
44 
41 
41 
36 
J6 
24 
22 
By comparing the behavioral obj e ctives established as 
n e c essary in the instructional pro gram in Chapter II ( s e e  page 18) 
with the responses to the questionnaire , the fo llowing general 
judgments can be made : 
1. Expected performan ce of behavioral obj e ctives vari ed 
greatly . Several instructors expe cted s tudents to perform all 
of the spe cified tasks , while one instru ctor expe cted o nly two of 
the cited functions to be performed . 
2 .  " To take part in a business meeting as a m ember" was 
the obj e ctive every surveyed instructor expe cted o f  his students . 
3 . Preparation of secretary ' s  and treasurer ' s  report s  
were t h e  items of behavior lea.st expected by the So uth D�kotc. 
instructors . 
Bas i c  Text 
Ques tion number . ten asked each respondent , "Do you provide 
a text book or basic referen ce book to your student s  for study in 
parliamen tary pro cedure . "  If a " yes" answer was indi cated , 
ques t ion ten also asked the instructor to provide the t i tle and 
author of the text or basic reference . 
Seventy - s i x  percent of the instructors , who in clude a 
program o f  parliamentary pro cedure , indicated that they provided 
"a  t ext book o r  bas i c  referen ce book" to students for s tudy in 
parl iamen tary pro cedure . 
The book mentioned mo s t  often as a text or basi c
 reference 
was the O ffi cial FFA nanual . Sixteen instructors indi cated this 
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as a t ext or bas ic reference , one other cited a boo k  he called the 
"FFA Handbook ; " no t being able to lo cate a boo k  by that name , this 
author assum e s  that the instructor was us ing a common name for the 
Offi cial FFA Manual ; thus , it appears that this boo k  was a basic 
referen c e  for s eventeen instructors . 
I t  should be noted that seven instructors mentioned more 
than one t ext or basi c  reference , even though space was later 
provided for li sting " additional supporting resources . "  
Leadership Training and Parliamentary Pro cedure for FFA 
was cited as the .text or basi c  referen ce by twe lve in structors. 
This bo ok ' s authors were listed by the instru ctors as Gray and 
Ja.ckson . One additio nal instructor listed only " Gray cs.nu Jackson" 
as a t ext ; this author asswnes that this instructor also used 
Leadership Training and Parliamentary Pro cedure for FFA because 
it is the only parliamentary pro cedure text available that was 
co-author ed by Gray and Jackson . Thus , it i s  assumed that a total 
of thirte en instructors us ed the book Leaders hip Tra ining and 
Parliamentary Pro cedure for FFA by Gray and Jackson as the t ex t  
or basic reference . 
Four instru ctors said they used Robert ' s  Rules of Order 
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as a text o r  basi c reference ; three indi cat ed using The How in 
Parliamen tary Pro cedure by Russell . This last basi c  referen ce 
appears to thi s  author to be a filmstrip even though the in stru c ­
tors did no t indi cate that it was in their answe rs t o  this 
que stion . This author believes this to be true be ca
use a filmstrip 
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by the same name and publisher (Interstate Printers and Publishers ) 
was listed as possible resource material in the Advisor' s Teaching 
Guide on FFA . The How in Parliamentary Procedure by Russell was 
listed as a filmstrip by several instructors in answer to a 
later question which will be no ted later in this writing . 
Two instructors mentioned A Guide to Parliamentary Practice 
by Henderson and Rucker as a text or basic resource . One instruc­
tor listed " Parliamentary Procedure and FFA" as a resource , but 
cited no author .  This writer could not find a book named 
" Parliamentary Procedure and FFA. " Thus it becomes impossible to 
provide the nam e  of the book ' s  author.  " Parliamentary Procedure 
Simplified" was also listed by o ne instructor ,  but t::.gain i:c author 
was listed , nor could one be located . 
An author named Stewart was cited by one instructor , this 
writer notes that W. F. Stewart wrote a book entitled Helps in 
Mastering Parliamentary Pro cedure ;  and this book was listed in 
Chapter II of this writing as a possible resource.. 
Thus this 
author assumes that the book Helps in Mastering Parliamentary 
Procedure by W .  F. Stewart is the text used by one instructor. 
w .  H .  Witt ' s book A Guide to Parliamentary Pro cedure was 
mentioned as a text or primary reference by o ne instructor ,  as was 
A Handbook for Conducting FFA Meetings by K .  L .  Russell . 
There were four instructors that said they used a basic 
reference or text , but then did not list either a text or
 an 
author . One teacher said he used a text , but listed only 
" parliamentary pro cedure text" as the book . 
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The forty-two instructors who said they used a text or bas ic 
reference listed nine different books and a filmstrip as the basic 
reference or text • .  
While over three-fourths of the respondents said they 
provided a bas i c  reference or text for students to study parlia­
mentary pro cedure , the text used varied to a great extent and there 
appeared to be little similarity in text selection . The Offi cial 
FFA Manual was the specific text used mo st often , but it was used 
by less than one-third of the respondents . In o rder for the 
FFA ' s  parliamentary pro cedure instI'uction to have continuity 
between s chools , it would appear that a common basic text or 
reference would be a necessity . 
Use of the Advisor ' s  Teaching Guide on FFA 
The Advisor ' s  Teaching Guide on FFA contains several 
section s  dealing with objectives for the development of proficiency 
in parliamentary pro cedure . In an effort to ascertain how many 
instru ctors use this resource question eleven read , "Do you use 
a copy of the Advisor ' s  Teaching Guide on FFA ,  by Selland and 
Torrenc e ?" 
Of the fifty-five respondents who includ ed parliamentary 
pro cedure instruction in their classes , twenty-s even ( forty-nine 
percent) said they used the Advisor ' s  Teaching Guide on FFA , 
twenty-seven also said they did not use the book and one gave 
no answer . 
- Only half of those responding indicated use of the 
Advisor' s Teaching Guide on FFA . Thus , this resource does no t 
help create a uniform instructional program throughout all South 
Dakota chapters because only about half of those surveyed use the 
guide . 
Use of The New FFA , Student 
Performance Ob.iecti ves 
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The New FFA , Student Performance Objectives contains several 
" tasks to be performed" by FFA members , with regard to leadership 
development and parliamentary procedure . "Do you use a copy of 
The New FFA , Studen t Performance Objectives , made available by 
the National FFA ?" , was question twelve on ·the que stionnaire . 
Of those instructors who indicated teaching parliamentary 
pro cedure ,  eleven ( twenty percent) said they used The New FFA , 
Student Performan ce Objectives , forty-two ( seventy-six percent ) 
said they did not ,  and two (four percent ) did not answer the 
question . 
Use of The New FFA , Student Performance ·obje ctives by a 
majority of the instructors should lend continuity to the . state­
wide instructional program . However , less than one -fourth of the 
chapter advisors surveyed indicated use of this manual . 
Use of Additional Supp?rting Resources 
An attempt was made on the questionnaire to retrieve 
information concerning additional supporting resources available 
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to students for study of parliamentary procedure . Item thirteen 
asked instructors to , " Please list any additional supporting 
resources available in your school which are available to students , 
such as books , pamphlets , filmstrips , etc . on parliamentary pro ce­
dure . Please give specific titles , authors or editors , and sources . 
At least thirty different supporting resources were listed 
by the instructors . It  was impossible to determine the exact 
number because some listed words such as , " filmstrip" or " others" 
or " audic tapes , "  even tho�gh a :request -r;as rn.a.d.e to give specific 
titles , authors and editors . 
The supporting resource ·listed most often was Robert ' s  
Rules of Order , listed by eighteen instructors . Nine instructors 
listed the Official FFA Manual as an additional supporting resource .  
The largest number of additional resources  listed by one 
instructor was seven . 
Eight of  nine instructors ( eighty-nine percent) , with over 
five hundred students in their schools said they provided additional 
supporting resources . Seven of eleven instructors ( sixty-four 
percent ) in the two hundred fifty to four hundred ninety-nine 
student category provided additional resources .  In the one hundred 
twenty-five to two hundred forty-nine student category fifteen of 
twenty-one ( seventy-one percent) of the instructors · provided 
additional r e so urce s . A complete listing of the additional 
supporting resources reported by the vo cational agri cultural 
instructors and the number of instructors that indi cated they 
provided the resource are presented in Table 8 . 
TABLE 8 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 
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Resource -Author Number Using 
Robert ' s  Rule s  of O rder , Robert 
O ffi cial FFA Hanual ,  �"'FA 
Leadership Train ing and Parliamentary Pro cedure · 
for FFA , Gray and Jackson 
Handboo k  for Conducting FFA Mee tings , Guslin 
A Guid.e to Parliamentary Practi ce , W i tt 
Parl iamentary Pro cedure in A ction (Filmstrip) , 
Rus s ell 
The How in Parliam entary Pro cedure , Lussel 
Modern Parliamentary Practices , Hoogestraat 
and S ikkink 
Parliamentary Pro cedure Made Easy (Filmstrip) , 
Russell 
When You Presid e , Sutherland 
A Guide to Parl iamentary Practi ces , Henderson 
and Rucher 
FFA and You ;  B ender , C lark , and Taylor 
A More Effe ctive FFA , ( no author given ) 
Helps in ?faster ing Parliamen tary Pro cedure , 
Stewart 
The Pres ident Se cretar Treasurer and 
Comm i t t e e in A ction Nas co 
Parliame n tary Pract i ce s , Henry 
FFA Gu id e to Parliamentary Pro cedure , ( no 
author gi ven) 
Mr. Chairman , Fo rland 
A I iore Effe c t ive FFA , Wall 
F ister Chairman , (no author given ) 
Practi cal Parliamentary Pro cedure , Cruzan 
Senio r i·1anual for Group Leadership ,  Jones 
O ther : se l f programmed mat erials , overheads , 
tapes , f i lmstrips 
18 
· 9 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
A to tal of twenty-two respondents indi cated that Robert ' s  
Rules of Order was either used as a basic text or reference or 
provided as an additional reference . Chapter II of this writing 
established R obert ' s  Rules of Order as one resource that should be 
made available for all members to use .  However , only forty percent 
of the instructors make this resource available . 
I t  appears that larger schools provide more supplementary 
resources than smaller schools . Eighty-eight percent of the 
s chools with over five hundred students provide additional resources ,  
while only fifty-eight percent of the schools with fewer than one 
hundred twenty-five students provided additional resources .  
Random Comments Concerning Parliamentary 
Pro cedure Ins truction 
I tem fourteen on the questionnaire asked the instructors 
to provide additional information about their program of pa.rlia-
mentary pro cedure instruction that had not already been noted by 
previous portions of the questionnaire . Several responses to 
item fourteen have been noted previously in this writing as they 
applied to the various areas being reported . Some o f  this additional 
information did no t apply to previous sections and i s  included 
here . 
One respondent noted that , "This year our FFA offi cers had 
the o pportunity to demonstrate the mechanics or proper u
se of 
4 b 1 d in our county . "  parli�mentary pro cedure for -H clu ea ers 
Another instructor noted that he would also, " Use district 
leadership training for FFA officers. " This respondent added 
no further information , but apparently some F FA districts hold 
leadership training workshops on parliamentary procedure .  
A district meeting was also noted by another instructor. 
He said, " We participate in the District II [!,he state is divided 
into several district organizationi) Ritual Contest which involves 
parliamentary procedure and the FFA ceremonies. This event is 
held shortly after school begins. " Another respondent said , "We 
try to hold a leadership training session and pa rliamentary 
procedure contest each year on a district wide basis . " He added 
that "Officers primarily are given a review of proper procedure 
and duties of their office. " Another instructor indicated that he 
had a " Study quiz used for officers before going to District 
Leadership School and Conference . "  
Two other instructors indicated that they would like to 
have district or state parliamentary procedure contests. One 
said, "I would like to see a standard parliamentary procedure 
contest set up for the FFA on district and. state level . "  The 
other instructor noted. that , "Instruction in this area is much 
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more interesting and more easily taught if · a ritual and parliamentary 
procedure contest is held at the district level. Maybe it should 
be at the state level ! "  
Only one respondent indicated that parliamentary procedure 
instruction, in addition to tha. t provided in vocational agricul ttfte 
. 
classes, i s  offered in his school. The instructor reported, 
" Also our school has a 9-week course in parliamentary procedure 
as part of the English program . "  This instructor was from a 
school that had an enrollment of between one hundred twenty-five and 
two hundred forty-nine. 
From these random responses to item fourteen on the 
questionnaire, the following statements seem appropriate : 
1 .  Some of South Dak?ta ' s  FFA districts provide leader­
ship training conferences and parliamentary procedure contests 
for chapter officers. Some chapter officers also receive other 
opportunities within the local community to practice and exhibit 
their parliamentary procedure skills. 
2. There seems to be an interest on the pa.rt of some 
instructors to hold more parliamentary procedure contests. 
J . At least one school that offers parliamentary procedure 
instruction in vocational agriculture classes also has parliamentary 
procedure instruction in other classes. 
Summary 
All except three South Dakota high school FFA advisors 
returned the questionnaire intended to retrieve information con­
cerning the status o f  parliamentary procedure at the local chapter 
level. Respondents indicated that school size varied from twenty 
to over one thousand students ; and that FFA chapter size varied 
from fifteen to more than seventy-five members. 
A ll but one o f  the respondents indicated inc lusion of a 
parliamentary pro cedure program in the ir vo cat ional agr iculture 
class es . In the s chools that have a program of parliamentary 
pro cedure in struction , almo st three -fourths have a unit o f  primary 
instruction the freshman or ninth grade year . Approximate ly 
three -fourths o f  the instructors also indicated rev i ewin g  o f  the 
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primary parliamen tary pro cedure material in at least one succeeding 
year . A lmo s t  half o f  the instru ctors indi cated s pending less than 
ten clas s periods on parliamentary pro cedure , however , one instructor 
used more than twenty class periods for this ins truction . 
" Real life" pra ctice sessions proved to be the mo s t  po pular 
instructional method oy th� FFA e;ha:pte:r advisors . 
of those surveyed indi cated use o f  thi s  metho d . 
A ., , .J...L 
The number of mo tions and pro cedures covered during 
ins truction varied from only two of those spe cified to all o f  the 
twenty-thre e listed . 
There was also a wide variat ion in the number o f  behavioral 
obje ctives that the respondents expe cted their s tudents to be able 
to perform . One instructor indicated that he expe cted hi s s tudents 
to perform only two of the lis ted tasks while twelv e  ins tructors 
indicated they expe cted the ir students to perform all ten of the 
tasks l i sted on the ques tionnaire . 
O ver three -fo urths o f  the respondents indicat
ed use o f a 
basi c  text or referen ce book for parliamen tary 
procedure in struction . 
However , there was great variation in the re
feren ce used . Jus t  
und er half of the instructors used the Advisor' s Teaching Guide 
on FFA and only twenty percent used The New FFA, Student Performance 
Objectives .  Hany supporting resources were used by the respondents . 
Robert ' s  Rules of Order and the Official FFA Manual were used 
I 
either as a basic or reference text by approximately half of those 
surveyed . 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This study was undertaken as an attempt " to as certain how 
and to what extent the program of the Future Farmers of Ameri ca 
in South Dako ta attempts to prepare its students in the skills o f  
parliamentary pro cedure . "  
In the effort to make the above ·determination , two sub-steps 
were completed . First , materials were procured from the national 
and state FFA organizations in order to discover what standards 
and obj e ctive s thes e offices provided to lo cal chapters . Several 
sources of info rmation were received from the nationa l  organization ; 
the se sources were combined with other materials on parliamentary 
pro cedure a.nd formed into evaluative criteria for FFA s econdary 
s chool instruct ional programs in parliamentary pro c.edure . 
The second sub-step involved the formulation and s ending of 
a questionnaire intended to retrieve information concerning the 
status of parliamentary pro cedure instruction as it a ctually exists 
at the lo cal chapter level in South Dakota . The questionnaire 
was based o n the established criteria from sub-step one . Copies 
of the ques tionnaire were mailed to the fifty-nine FFA Chapter 
advisors in South Dako ta. Fifty-six of the fifty-nine 
I 
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questionnaires were returned; results of this survey were tabulated 
and evaluated in terms of the established criteria . 
Conclusions 
From the data pro cured , the following conclusions have 
been drawn : 
1 .  The national and state FFA organizations do not provide 
a detailed course of instruction or set of criteria on which lo cal 
chapters can base their to tal_ parlia.mentary pro cedure program . 
However , they do provide guides and general sources of information 
from which some evaluative criteria can be derived . 
2. Instruction in parliamentary pro cedure was included 
in the vo cational agriculture programs of nearly all South Dakota 
secondary s choo ls having FFA chapters . Thus , most South Dakota 
FFA chapters met the established criteria of including some 
parliamentary pro cedure instruction . 
J ,  The ninth grade year was the most popular year for 
the " primary" instructional period in parliamentary procedure . 
Almost three -fourths of the instructors met the criterion of 
including instruction in parliamentary pro cedure during the first 
year of vo cational agriculture classes . 
4. In a majority of the programs parliamentary pro cedure 
was reviewed each year after the " primary" instructional period . 
Thus , half of the programs met the established criterion o f  
review each year ; i n  addition , three-fourths o f  the instructors 
reviewed periodically , even though not each year . 
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5 .  Approximately half of the programs met the established 
criteria of spen�g at least ten classroom periods on parliamentary 
procedure during the " primary" instructional session . 
6 . Nearly all of the programs met the established criterion 
of using " real life" practice sessions as a method of instruction . 
7 .  Coverage of all motions and pro cedures was not 
accomplished by the majority of the programs. However , the main 
motion was included in the parliamentary pro cedure program of all 
respondents . The mo tions to limit debate and resume consideration 
were the mos t  frequently neglected . 
8 . Every program met the established behavioral objective-­
to have each student be able " to take part in a business meeting 
as a member. " Expected performance of other behavioral obj ectives 
varied greatly . Preparation of the secretary ' s  and treasurer ' s  
reports were the behavioral· objectives least taught in South Dakota 
programs .  
9 .  While most programs provided a basic reference or 
text , as was called for in the criteria , there appeared to be 
little s imilari ty in text selection . 
10 . The Official FFA Manual was the text used most often , 
but it was used by less than one-third of the instructors . 
11 . Less than half of the programs were in conformity 
with the requirement of providing Robert ' s  Rules of Ord.er for 
student use . 
I 
12 .  The Advisor ' s  Teaching Guide on FFA and The New FFA , 
Student Perfo rmance Obje ctives were no t widely used in South 
Dako ta chapters . 
Implications for Further Study 
This writing by no means exhausts the possibilities for 
studying parliamentary pro cedure instruction offered by the FFA 
through vo cational agri culture classes . Nor are the findings of 
this study des criptive of the .:total FFA parliamentary pro cedure 
program . Such a composite pi cture can only be develo ped by 
combining the results of this study with additional inquiri es . 
To accomplish this goal , o ther studies such as the fo llowing might 
be undertaken : 
1 .  A study might be undertaken to determine how competent 
students are in parliamen tary pro cedure skills after the FFA ' s  
instructional program is· completed . 
2. A study might be undertaken to determine the quali ­
fications o f  the in structors in the FFA ' s  parliamentary pro cedure 
instruction . 
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3 .  A study might be undertaken to compare the parliamentary 
pro cedure programs of FFA chapters in s everal s tates . 
4. The criteria established in this writ ing could be 
used to evaluat e parliamentary pro cedure instruction in o ther 
classes in s e condary s cho o ls . 
5 .  After a lapse of time , a similar study could be made 
using the same schools to ascertain changes in parliamentary 
pro cedure instruction in South Dako ta vo cational agriculture 
classes . 
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APPENDIX A 
September 14 , 1972 
Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Washington, D . C .  20202 
Dear Mr .• Hunsicker: 
As a graduate student I am trying to ascertain how and to 
what extent the Future Farmers of America attempts to prepare its 
students in the skills of parliamentary procedure . 
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My proposal has been accepted by the graduate faculty com­
mittee. I feel my first goal is to describe what objective� and 
standards are set by the national organization for lo cal chapters to 
follow. This is my reason for writing you. If possible I would like 
to receive from your office materials and standards supplied to local 
FFA chapters for instruction in parliamentary pro cedure. · Specifi­
cally , I would like to obtain the suggested length of instructional 
period, motions and procedures to be covered, behavioral objectives 
to be achieved , instructional resources made available, and any 
other data which you feel might be significant to a study of this 
type . 
If  mailing cost of the materials is a problem I would be 
happy to send you a check for mailing expenses . 
I f  your office cannot help me in this study, would you 
suggest someone who might be helpful . 
I JA 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Calvin E .  Willemssen 
Speech Depa.rtment 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, South Dakota 57006 
APPENDIX B 
f!7tt,ftPt.e ��une1M of' Aineiica 
THE NATIONAL ORGAN IZATION FOR STU D E N TS OF VOCAT I O N A L  AG R I C U LTU R E  
I.a CooperaCitm Wit.\ 
OFF I C E O F  
NAT I O N A L  A DV I SO R  
OF FICE O F  E D UCAT I O N .  U .  S .  D E PA RT M E N T  O F  H EA LT H .  
ED UCAT I O N .  A N D  W E LFAR E  • WAS H I N GT O N .  D .  C .  20202 
Sep t embe r 2 2 , 197 2 
Mr . C a lvin E .  Wi l lems s en 
Speech Dep a r tment 
S outh Dako t a  S ta t e  Univer � i ty 
Col l ege o f  Ar t s  and S c ienc e 
Brook i ng s , South Dako ta 57 006 
Dear Mr .  Wi l lems sen :  
The FFA always h a s  been intere s ted i n  the dev e lopment and ab i l i t ie s  o f  
parl i amen t a r y  proc edure among i t s  memb er s h ip . Numerou s S t a t e s  have 
S t at e  Conte s ts whi c h  o r i g i na t e  in loc a l  Hi gh S c hoo l FFA C h ap te r s . 
Unfor tunat e ly t he N a t iona l FFA O rganiz a t ion has only f r a gmentary info r ­
mation ava i l ab l e  s inc e mo s t  of t h e  a c t iv i t i e s  in p ar l i amentary p ro cedur e 
take p l ac e  wi t h in a S t ate . I am forward ing your l e t te r  to Mr . Wm. Paul 
Gray and Mr . Rober t S e e fe l d t  at the N a t i o na i  FFA Cente r , P. O .  Box 1 5 1 6 0 . 
Alexandr i a , V i r g in i a 2 2309 wi th hopes t ha t  t hey may have .mat e r i a l  whi c h ·  · 
wil l be o f  h e lp to you . 
I b e l ieve you c an ob tain much more va l u ab le in forma t i on and re s p on s e  to 
the que s t ions wh i c h  you h ave r a i sed if you wi l l  wr i t e  d ir e c t to s ever a l  
o ther S t a t e s whi c h  have o u t s tand ing p ar l i ame n t ary p ro c edur e tr ain ing 
p rogr ams in oper a t i on .  The se S t ate s and ind iv idua l s who c ould provide you 
with t he r e sp o ns e s  are as fo l lows : 
We s t  Virginia 
Virginia 
Penn s y lvania 
Mr . Guy E .  C a in , Execut ive S ec r e t ary , We s t  V i rg inia 
As s oc i a t ion , FFA ,  S t a t e  Dep ar tme n t  o f  E d uc at io n , 
Char l e s ton , We s t  V i rg i n i a  25305 
Mr. J .  M. C ampb e l l , S ta t e  S up e rv i s o r , Agr icul tur a l  
Education , S t a t e  B o ar d  o f  Educa t i on ,  R i c hmond , 
Virgini a 23 2 1 6 
Mr . Jame s  C .  Fink , S t a t e  Sup e rv i so r , Agr i cul tural 
Educat ion , Box 9 1 1 .  Harr i sburg , Pennsy lvani a  1 7 1 26 
I am a l s o  e nc l o s ing a l i s t  o f  the S t at e  FFA Advi sor s , and i f  you so d e s ire 
you may wr i t e  t o  t ho s e  i nd ividua l s  i n  o ther S t a t e s , t han t he one s I have 
ment ioned ab ove . I hop e  the fo regoing sugg e s t ions wi l l  be o f  he l p  to you . 
Enc l o sure s 
S incere ll youF s
/ 1/. n t!t-\A Vtd· IJiA.-
H .  N. Huns ick e r  
Nat iona l Adv i s o r  
Future Farme rs o f  Ame r i c a  
I 
APPENDIX C 
DIVI S I O N  OF VOCATIONAL A N D  TEC H N I CA L  E D UC ATI O N  
AG R I C U LT U R A L  E D U CATI O N  S E R V I C E  
a a :a  WE•T ,.LEABANT O R IVll: 
P I E R R E, S O U T H  DA K O TA 5 7 5 0 1  
E .  W. O U STA F' 9 D N  
8TATC • U ,.IC RYI B D lt  
Mr . Calvin E .  Wi l l ems s e n 
Department of S p e ech 
TEL. f& D 5> 2 2 4•3 4 2 3  
Novemb er 6 ,  1 9 7 2  
S outh Dako t a  S t a t e  Un i v e r s ity 
Brooking s , S D  5 7 0 0 6  
Dear Mr • . W i l l €ms s en : 
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E. II. D LE S O N  
8TATC DIRll: CTD R 
Thank you f or your le T T e r  of November 2 .  A s  t o  the work done i n  
o u r  S t a t e  i n  r e gard t o  t h e  d e v e lopme n t  o f  s k i l l s  i n  parl i amentary 
pro c e dure , the i n s truc tion is carried on by the l o c a l  c hap t er 
ad v i s or , on t h e  di s tr i c t  level by the ad v i s or s , and our S t a t e  
O f f i c e r s  d o  a t t e nd a t hr e e - day l e ad e r s hip training wor k s hop i n  
Kan s a s  C i t y , M i s s o ur i . The materi a l s  u s e d  ar e t ho s e  w h i c h  you 
apparently hav e - the I n s truc t or ' s  G u i d e  and t h e  FFA Manual . 
I would urg e you to v i s i t  with Dr . H .  W .  Gadd a , at S o u th Dako t a  
S tat e Uni v e r s i t y , a s  h e  will b e  able t o  answer a ny o th e r  o f  your 
que s t ion s . 
EWG : drp 
S incere ly your s , 
- J . .  . /. 
_, ";··// _ . ,_t_£,_; :c:::::�r� 
4. . 
i I /�· ,,,' 
E .  W .  Gu s ta f s o n  
State Superv i s o r  
Agricul tur a l  E d uc a t i o n  
APPENDIX D 
Future Farmers of Ame rica 
The National Organization for Students o f  Vocational Ag ric u l ture 
In Cooperation With 
OFFICE OF E DUCATION, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, ANO WELFARE 
National Executive Secretary 
Reply to: 
National FFA Center 
Alexandria, Va. 22309 
Phone: 703 - 360-3600 
Mr . Calvin E. Will emssen 
Spe ech Dep a r tmen t 
South Dako ta S t a t e  Univer s i ty 
College -� f.  _At_t_s and S c i en .. c:_e_ 
Brookings ,· 'so uth Dakota 5 7 00 6 
Dear Mr . Wil lemssen: 
September 2 7 , 19 72 
Your le t t e r  to Mr . H. N. Huns icker has b e en r e fe rred to me . I suggest 
yo u c ontac t Mr . Gerald Ba r ton,  Cons ultant , A g r icultu ral E duc a t io n , Career 
Educa ti on D i vis ion, S ta t e  D epa rtment of Pub l i c  Ins t ruc t io n ,  Gr ime s S ta t e 
Office Buil d ing , Des Mo ine s ,  Iowa 5 0 3 19 , fo r in forma t ion on t h e i r  
Pa rl iamentary Procedure Contes t . Y o u  m i g h t  al so con t a c t  Hr . Da rrell 
And er s o n ,  S upe rvisor , Ag ri cultural Educ a t io n ,  S ta t e  Boa rd fo r C onrnuni ty 
Col leges and Oc cupat ional Educa t ion , 20 7 S ta t e  Servi c e s  Bui lding , D enver , 
Co lora d o  80 2 03 ,  since they also have an exc e l l ent pro g ram in Pa rliamentary 
Procedure . 
Enclos ed a re several pamp hle ts I ho pe will b e  of val ue to you in your 
s tudy . Yo u · sh oul d be es pecially int e rest ed in th e P e rfo rmanc e Obj ec t ives 
bookl e t . 
Sinc erely yours , 
� 
Wm .  Paul 
Nat i onal 
� ITfJ�t�· · 
r---·JAPPEND
IX E 
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NATIONAL fFA CENTER, P.O. B OX 151 60, ALEXANDRIA, VI RGINIA 22309 • PHONE: Q03) 360-3600 • CABLE: FFACENTER 
Mr . Calvin E .  Wil l ems sen 
Speech Depar t ment 
South Dako t a  S ta t e  Unive r s i ty 
Coll ege o f  Ar t s  and Sc ienc e 
Brookings , Sou t h  Dako ta 5 7 006 
Dear Mr . Will ems sen : 
October 4 ,  1972 
As Mr . Hunsicker s tat ed in his let ter of Sep t ember 2 2  mo s t  Stat e FFA 
Assoc ia t i on s  do c onduc t Pa rliament ary Pro c edu r e  cont es t s . S inc e this 
i s  a sta t e  sponso red ac t ivity we are at this t ime u nabl e t o  provide 
answers to the ques t ions you propo sed . However ,  I would l ike t o  
encourage y o u  to c ont inue wit h your s tudy by c on ta c t ing t h e  S t a t e  FFA 
Advisors a s  su gges t ed by Mr . Huns icker . 
If po s s ib l e I would c er tainly like to r ec e ive a c opy of your compl e t ed 
s tudy . 
S incer ely , 
C?� . �  
Robert A .  S e�eldt " '  
Manager 
FFA Con t e s t s and Award s 
In Cooperatton wotl\ tlle u. S. Olf1ee of Education, Oepar:mel't ol Health, Edueatton. and Welfare 
APPENDIX F 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 .  How many students are enrolled in grades 9-12 in your school 
the second half of the 1972 -73 school year? 
_____ a .  More than 1 , 000 
__ b .  B etween .500 and 1 , 000 
___ c .  Between 250 and 499 ___ d .  Between 125 and 249 
__ e .  Fewer than 12.5 (actual number ) 
2.  How many students are active members (do not include out of 
school members ) of the FFA in your school the second half of the 
1972 -73 s chool year? 
___ a .  More than 7.5 
b .  Between 50 and 74 ---
c .  Between J O  and 49 ---
__ d .  Fewer than JO (actual number ) 
J. Do you include a unit on parliamentary pro cedure in your 
classes? 
a .  Yes ---
___ b .  No ( if "no" answer no further questions., and 
please return questionnaire ) . 
4 .  During which year of class do you offer the primary unit of 
instruction in parliamentary pro cedure? 
a.  Freshman (9th grade , Ag I )  
--b .  Sophomore ( 10th grad e ,  Ag II ) 
c .  Junior ( 11th grade , Ag III ) 
--d .  Senior ( 12th grade , Ag IV ) 
e .  Combination of classes (Specify which 
- ) 
5 .  I s  there organized classroom review of parliamentary pro cedure 
in subsequent terms after the _.... __ ___.� instruction ?  
a .  Yes ( if "yes" ---
b .  No ---
6 .  A pproximately how many classroom periods (hours ) do you spend 
on parliamentary procedure during the year of the primary unit 
of instruct ion ? 
a .  Fewer than 10 periods ---
b .  Between 10 and 15 periods 
-----c .  Between 16 and 2 0  periods 
_____ d . More than 20 periods (actual number ) 
7. Rank the following methods of instruction from 1 - 4 according to frequency of use . (#1 most frequently used, #2 second most frequently used, rank only tho se methods used ) 
a .  lecture ---___ b .  reading and testing ___ c .  "real life" practice sessions 
__ d .  Other ( explain ) 
8 . Please check each of the following motions or procedures 
which are covered during your primary instructional unit on 
parliamentary procedure. (Be careful to check only those taught 
to all students . ) : 
___ a. Adjourn 
___ b .  Recess 
c. Question of -Privilege ---
d .  Call for the Orders of the Day ---
e .  Appeal ---
f. Close Nominations ---
g .  Division 
---· 
h. Nomination ---
i .  Parliamentary Inquiry ---
---j .  Point of Order 
k .  Suspend Rules ---
1 .  Withdraw ---
m .  Postpone Temporarily ---
n. Close Debate ---
o .  Limit Debate ---
p .  Postpone Definitely ---
_____ q .  Refer to a Committee 
r .  Amend ---
s. Postpone Indefinitely ---
t .  Resume Consideration ---
u. Rescind ---
v .  Reconsider ---
w. General Main Motion ---
___ x .  Others ----------------
___ Y .  Others ----------------
z .  Others -------------­---
9 .  Please check each of the following tasks that you expect 
each student to be able to perform after the instruction in 
parliamentary procedure : 
a .  to properly present _ each motion checked 
--- in question eight above. . · 
b. to take part in a business meeting as ----
a member. 
(question continued on the next page ) 
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_____ c .  to be able to conduct ( chair ) a business 
meeting . 
_____ d .  to be able to use the gavel properly , knowing 
what 1, 2 ,  and J taps are used for in FFA 
meetings 
___ e .  to be able to participate at a nominating 
committee meeting . 
______ f .  to be able to carry out the duties o f  a 
secretar� and prepare a secretary ' s  report (minute s ) 
----�g . to be able to carry out the duties o f  a 
treasurer and prepare a treasurer ' s  report . 
_____ h .  to be able to carry out the duties o f  a committee 
member and prepare a committ e e  report . 
____ i .  to be able to carry out the duties of a committee 
chairman . 
___ .j .  to be able to prepare for using proper pro ce­
dures for nominating and ele cting officer s . 
k .  Others ----
1 .  O thers ----
m .  O thers 
----- ---------�----------------------------
10 . Do you provide a text book or basi c  reference book to your 
students for study in parliamentary pro cedure? 
a .  Yes , author and title of the book used c  ----
b .  No ---
11 . Do you use a copy of the Advisors Teaching Guide on FFA t by 
Sella.nd and Torren ce? 
a .  Yes ---
b .  No ---
12 . Do you use a copy of The New FFA, Student Performance 
Ob.ie ctives ,  made available by the Nat ional FFA ? 
a .  Yes ---
b .  .No ---
13 . Please list any additional supporting resources available in 
your scho o l  whi ch are available to students , such as books , 
pamphlets ,  films trips , etc . , on parliamentary pro cedure . Please 
giv e  spe cific ti t les , authors or editors , and sources .· 
1 .  
2 .  
• 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 .  
8 .  
9 . -------------------------------------------------
14 . Please provide any additional information about your 
instruction on parliamentary pro cedure that may be helpful 
to me in this study . 
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APPENDIX G 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNI CAL EDUCATION 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SERVICE 
222 WEST PLEASANT DRIVE 
PIERRE , SOUTH DAKOTA 57501 
V O C A T I O N A L  A G R I C U L T U R E  D E P A R T M E N T S  
1972 -1973 
E . W .  Gustafson , State Supervisor, Agricultural Education, 222 West Pleasant Drive, Pierre, SD 
Po st Office-Z ip Code Name of School County Teacher of Agriculture 
1 .  Alcester-57001 Alcester H . S .  Union James Quick 
2 .  Baltic-5700) Baltic H . S .  Minnehaha E .  R .  Dobberstein 
) . Beresford-57004 Beresford H . S .  Union Errol Johnson 
4 . Brandon-57005 Brandon Valley H . S .  Minnehaha Robert J .  Pollmann 
5 .  Bridgewater-57319 Tri-County H . S .  McCook Dean Stryker 
6 .  Brookings-57006 Brookings H . S ,  Brookings J .  E ,  Kleinsasser 
7 .  Canton-57013 · Canton H . S .  Lincoln Erwin D .  Anderson 
8 .  Centerville-57014 Centerville H . S .  Turner H . J .  Munkvold 
9 ,  Chamberlain -57325 Chamberlain H . S .  Brule Leonard J .  DeBoer 
10 . Chester-57016 Ches ter Area H . S .  Lake Rolland Heiden 
11 . Clark-57225 Clark H . S .  Clark Dennis Pagel 
12 .  Clear Lake-57226 Clear Lake H . s .  Deuel Jerome Nolz 
13 . Colmari-57017 Colman H , S .  Moody Glen Davis 
14 . Dell Rapids-57022 Dell Rapids H . S . Minnehaha. James Pollmann 
15 . DeSmet-57231 DeSmet H . S .  Kingsbury Laurence Gebur 
16 . Doland-57436 Doland H . S ,  Spink James Thoreson 
17 . Egan-57024 Egan H . S . Moody Thane Wells 
18 . Elk Point-.57025 Elk Point H . S .  Union Steve Thiesse 
19 . Elkton-57026 Elkton H . S .  Brookings V .  M .  Johnson 
20 . Emery-57332 Tri-County H . S . Hanson Dean Stryker 
" VJ 
APPENDIX G--Continued . 
21 . Flandreau-57028 Flandreau H . S . Moody David Acheson 
22 . Garretson-57030 Garretson H . S . Minneha.ha. James Kurtz 
23 . Geddes-57342 Geddes Community H . S .  Charles Mix Gail Sperlich 
24 . Gettysburg-57442 Gettysburg H . S .  Potter Robert Vanorny 
2 5 .  Harrisburg-57 032 Harrisburg H . S .  Lincoln Jeffrey Paulson 
26 . Hoven -57450 Hoven H . S .  Potter Ernest Wingen 
27 . Huron-57350 Huron H . S .  Beadle Wilmer Burton and 
Robert M in cer 
2 8 .  Lake Preston-57249 Lake Preston H . S .  Kingsbury Tom Dagel 
29 . Lemmon-57638 Lemmon H . S .  Perkins Lorin Catchpole 
30 .  Lennox-57039 Lennpx H . S .  Lincoln Alvin Dykstra 
31 . Letcher-57359 Letcher H . s· . Sanborn John Wangberg 
32 . Hadison -57042 Central H . S .  Lake ; Francis Murphy 
33 . Marion-57043 Marion H . S .  Turner George W ells 
34 . Martin-57551 Bennett County H . S .  Bennett Kenneth Wi llert 
35 . Henno -57045 Menno H . S .  Hutchinson Robert D .  Johnson 
36 . Milbank-57252 Milbank H , S .  Grant Harold E .  White 
37 . Miller-57362 Miller H . S .  Hand Robert Beach 
38 .  Newell-57760 Newell H . S .  Butte Robert Johnston 
39 . New Underwood-57761 New Underwood H . S .  Pennington Thomas Warren 
40 .  Pierre-57501 Pierre H . S .  Hughes Lawrence J .  Venner 
41 . Pollo ck-57648 Pollo ck H . S .  Campbell James Kanabel 
42 . Rapid City-57701 Rapid C ity H . S .  Pennington Arden Gronlund 
43 . Redfield-57469 Redfield H . S .  Spink Richard Larson 
44 .  Salem-57058 Salem H . S .  McCook Dennis Schroeder 
45 . S cotland-57059 Scotland H . S .  Bon Homme Thomas Fergen 
46 .  Sisseton-5726� Sisseton H . S .  Roberts Marlin J enner 
47 . Sturgis-57785 Sturgis H . S .  Meade Jon G .  Jones and 
Karl W illiams 
48 . 'fulare-57476 Tulare H . S . Spink James Ludens 
49 . Tyndall-57066 Tyndall H . S .  Bon Homme Richard Ortman --.) 
50 . Viborg-57070 Viborg H . S . Turner Sherman Hanssen +:-
APPENDIX G--Continued 
51 . Volga-.57071 
.52 . Wall-57790 
53 . Watertown -57201 
54 . Watertown-57201 
55 . W ebster-57274 
56 . W essington Springs-57382 
57 . W illow Lake-57278 
58 . W ilmot-57279 
59 , W inner-57580 
60 . Wolsey-57384 
Sioux Valley H .S .  
Wall H . S ,  
Multi-District Career Center 
W atertown H . S .  
Webster H . S .  
W essington Springs H . S .  
Willow Lake H . S .  
Wilmot H . S .  
W inner H . S . 
Wolsey H . S .  
Brookings 
Pennington 
Codington 
Codington 
Day 
Jerauld 
Clark 
Roberts 
Tripp 
Beadle 
Palmer Eidet 
Steven Heilman 
Lynn Johnson 
Clarence R .  Hall 
Ernest Christensen 
Clark Heyden 
Richard Lubinus 
Calvin Pietz 
Orval Graber 
Robert Booze 
""-.J \Jl 
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APPENDIX H 
April 24 , 1973 
South Dakota FFA Chapter Advisors 
Dear Sir: 
The enclo sed questionnaire is be ing sent to all FFA chapter advisors 
in South Dako ta . Its purpose is to ascertain how and to what extent 
the FFA attempts to prepare its members in the skills of parliamentary 
pro cedure . This s tudy is bei�g done to partially fulfill work 
necessary for receiving my Master ' s  Degree at SDSU . 
The study is  no t an attempt to classify instructors or programs as 
" satisfactory" or " unsatisfactory . "  Rather , it represents an effort 
to establish the status of instruction in parliamentary pro cedure 
offered through FFA programs . All returns will remain completely 
anonymous . 
Pretesting o f  the questionnaire indicates that it will require only 
a few s e conds o f  your time if your school does not participate in 
FFA parliamentary pro cedure activities and .will take approximately 
ten minutes if you do . 
Please return the enclo sed questionnaire in the s elf-addressed,  
stamped envelope as soon as  possible . Thank you for your consider­
ation . 
Sincerely ,  
Calvin E .  Willemssen 
1817 Lincoln Lane 
Brookings , s. Dak . 57006 
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I have worked with Calvin Willemssen on this research pro j ect , and 
its findings will be valuable and useful in our programs as we deal · 
with parliamentary pro cedure in the FFA. I hope you will comply 
with Cal ' s request as detailed above . 
Sincerely , 
Hilding Gadda 
Professor , Agricultural Education 
SDSU 
